
MEGIDDO 1918
You would think Armageddon would be the last 
place to start a review, but not so when it comes 
to the Kreigspielers’ game of Megiddo 
1918 “Setting the East Ablaze”. 
This was one of the big games, 
with a generous mix of fi gures from 
Copplestone Castings, Woodbine, 
and the almost ubiquitous Perry 
Miniatures. Add in some scratch-built 
planes and boats and a TM Terrain 
trench and you have the fi xings for 
some exciting World War I action.

WINTER  IS  LEAVING:  
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If you live anywhere north of the River 
Humber in England, you will know that 
winter can last a long time. And if you are 
waiting for a show to attend and get the 
wargaming juices fl owing, winter seems 
interminable. Thankfully, there is a cure 
for that: every February for the last thirty 
years York Wargames Society has hosted 
Vapnartak, a show that seems to get better 
every year. 

The basic facts of Vapnartak are that it is 
held on the fi rst Saturday of February at 
York racecourse. The hosts use as much 
space as they can across three fl oors and 
two mezzanines, allowing for 76 traders and 
gaming clubs to set up alongside a Bring & 
Buy section and areas for three tournaments 
– for those southerners who did not make 
the trip, the set up for Vapnartak is very 
much like Colours held at Newbury 
racecourse in September. Facilities, as 
you might expect, are fi rst-class, although 
the food prices will perhaps make you 
expect a little bit more from the venue! The 
traders for this edition arrived from far and 

wide, including Empress Miniatures, Bad 
Squiddo, and those eccentric gentlemen 
from Gripping Beast. Gamers also came 
from ‘all ower’ to attend Vapnartak, over 
1650 this year, including the intrepid 
Falkirk Wargames Club who piled into a 
bus at 5am to get to York! Even the South 
London Warlords sent an expedition party. 
If they can, you can too. 

The effective use of space has been an 
issue in the past for Vapnartak, but it was 
obvious this year that efforts to alleviate 
the problem had been made. The downside 
on that was a seeming imbalance between 
traders and gamers, with less games on 
display; although this was because of a 
couple of cancellations, this is a trend 

that seems to be creeping into many of 
the shows I attend. There was also a 
disproportionate amount of space allocated 
to Tournaments for only around 70 gamers 
against the Bring & Buy that almost every 
visitor wants to peruse at some point in the 
day. Those quibbles aside, there was still 
much to see and do. 

The games at Vapnartak 2018 fell into 
two brackets; large, multi-player affairs 
with hundreds of fi gures, and small, 
single-table skirmish games. What they 
had in common was the impressive 
quality of the fi gures and terrain, the 
enthusiasm of their hosts, and the amount 
of fun everyone was having. With that in 
mind, here are some of the highlights:
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SUDAN
Unpredictability was the name of the game for the 
South East London Wargames Club’s Sudan caper. 

Wearing some fetching fezzes and pith helmets, 
the SELWG gentlemen deployed many Perry and 

Connoisseur miniatures, fi ghting for the British 
Empire, across a scratch-built desert-style terrain, 

only for even more irritated 28mm natives and 
Fuzzy-Wuzzies to pop-up seemingly at random to 

attack them. All this “cat an’ banjo” shenanigans 
seemed very unsporting but the soldiers of Empire 

coped exceedingly well, winning 2-1 after extra 
time, according to our hosts.
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OLDHAMMER

York Wargames Society does not just encourage 
historical games but fantasy too, including some 
old-school Oldhammer rules. So what a pleasure 
it was to see a big table crowded with fi gures 
and monsters from Mantic Games, Hasslefree 
Miniatures, and Citadel Miniatures among many 
others. Like the other large games, 
this one seemed to have too many fi gures, maybe 
too much going on, but everyone was having 
great fun, and the tables were quite spectacular. 
Their location on the ground fl oor, while no doubt 
practical, also showcased the grand battle aspect of 
our hobby very well.

OLDHAMMER

South East London Wargames Club’s Sudan caper. 

interactive
See loads more photos from the 

show in WI366 Interactive!

interactive
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SKIRMISHING

The Vapnartak organisers lined up the skirmish 
games along a mezzanine with a great view 

over the racecourse. Not that anyone was 
paying attention to the external scenery (except 
for the two fi re-alarm evacuations, but we shall 

gloss over that). Picking a favourite skirmish 
game to spotlight here is next to impossible: 

they were all great! 

I took an instant liking to the excellent, circular 
snowscape table complete with Warploque 
miniatures for Arcworlde fantasy skirmish 

rules. The table was donated to Warploque by 
some friendly German gamers, so of course it 

has handles, but you knew that.  

SARISSA

It’s noticeable at UK shows over the last 12 
months how ‘visible’ Sarissa Precession have 
been - presenting a great stand brimming 
with tempting examples of their MDF 
buildings and accessories. Sarissa’s recent 
partnership with Warbanner/Footsore has 
also seen the addition of Gangs of Rome 
products to their range, and demo games to 
their show space, which is adding another 
dimension to their appealing show presents. 
Keep up the good works Sarissa people!  
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SHARP PRACTICE
The Harrogate Wargames Club 
produced an interesting and 
very attractive Sharp Practice 
game for the 16th Century. 
The Perry and Steel Fist 
miniatures looked the part and 
the centre-piece monastery 
was outstanding. The rules 
variation worked well too and 
generated much interest.
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ACTIUM
You also have to admire the East Leeds Militaria 
Wargames Club for their attempt at Actium 31BC. 
This involved some 28mm DarkOps triremes 
manned by Gripping Beast fi gures on Tiny 
Wargames UK seascape battlemats and looked great 
fun, unless your name was Cleopatra!
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RONIN
From Spain to Japan with Brompton 

Wargamers, and informal group of 
colleagues from the York Archaeological 

Trust. Their Samurai game, using Osprey’s 
Ronin rules, was a peach, complete with 

cherry-blossom trees from Last Valley, 
elegant buildings from Sarissa Precision, 

and a teapot with a mind of its own!

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

Other highlights included a crashed 
C-130 for a Skirmish Sangin game, 
Lancaster Wargames Club’s converted 
train for a Donnybrook adaptation with 
converted Fireforge Games and yet more 
Copplestone Castings miniatures, some 
Bolt Action … action from the Leeds 
Night Owls, and a Gangs of Rome demo 
game that had me pondering yet another 
new project. Bookending all those superb 
skirmish games were the always pleasing 
Wings of War tables and a riotous 
drunken pirate game from the Royal Air 
Force Wargaming Association. 

IT’S A WRAP

And there you go, Vapnartak 2018 had 
something for everyone; traders showing 
off their latest products, wonderful 
showcase games, entertaining skirmish 
games, all in a great venue at just the 
right time of year. So, if the long winter 
is getting you down next year, and you 
long for spring and a good show to kick 
off the season, circle Vapnartak 2019 on 
your calendar. I have.
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